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Town Hall - hear ye hear ye
Meeting held to discuss deregulation
reveals Economics as another likely
candidate for tuition spike
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
More students may be affect-
ed by tuition deregulation
than expected when at a
recent Town Hall meeting on
the topic it was brought to
the attention of students
that it may not only be the
Bachelor of Business
Administration program
that will deregulate but
Economics as well.
The Town Hall meeting
held July 9 in the Schlegel
Atrium was an open forum
for students to discuss possi-
ble tuition deregulation
within the School of
Business and Economics,
which could see tuition go
from $4,200 to $8,500 in one
year. Dr. Scott Carson. Dean
of the SBE and John
McCutclieoii. the Associate
Dean, were both on hand to
explain deregulation and
answer questions.
McCutcheon explained
that there are three options
for the Economics program,
the latter being to deregu-
late the program.
"It's premature to answer
right now," said McCutcheon
when asked what option
they were seriously consid-
ering. "There's suspicion
that some form of deregula-
tion is possible."
Carson outlined two
choices the University has
for deregulation: SBE could
deregulate and use the fees
for the costs incurred by the
program or they could not
deregulate and instead back
the cost structure off and
cut back on many things
such as electives and student
services.
Sean Geobey. a recent
graduate of the Economics
Department asked about
implementing and standing
behind a policy that would
ensure students who could-
n't afford the rise in tuition
would still have an opportu-
nity at a Laurier education.
WouldBusiness Studentscare
"I would certainly sup-
port that," replied Carson as
lie pointed out that the
deregulated fees wouldn't
begin until students reached
their second year and that
tuition costs haven't affected
the number of applications
at other universities, such as
Queen's and Western, who
have already introduced
deregulation.
One speaker noted that
many students don't qualify
for scholarships or bur-
saries when certain require-
ments are placed on obtain-
ing them. Carson said that a
regulating- requirement
would have to be put in place
to ensure equal opportuni-
ties for all students.
He also said that the pro-
posed 30% that would go
into bursaries could volun-
tarily increase if the SBE so
Dan* Herman, WLUSU
President, asked about visi-
ble enhancements. Carson
said the extra money would
cover the costs of additional
faculty, the guarantee of
smaller class sizes and the
opportunity to offer co-op
for all incoming students
and a trading- room that
would simulate the likes of a
real market,
"A trading room
sounds at best like
bells and whistles
and at worst a
glorified computer
lab."
-Sean Geobey,
2003 Economics Graduate
Upon mention of the pro-
posed trading room Geobey
remarked, '"A trading room
sounds at best like bells and
whistles and at worst a glo-
rified computer lab."
"We need to deal with the
structural deficit," added
McCutcheon. "A portion
would go to paying* it off.
The only increase would be
to pay for costs."
Right now the deficit
stands at approximately
$800,000 to $1.1 million.
Students are also unhappy
as, they feel little consulta-
tion has taken place with
students since the meeting
was held in July, a time
when there are roughly only
600 students oil-campus and
thing's seem to be happening-
very quickly in terms of the
letter of approval.
Another Town Hall meet-
ing* is being planned for the
beginning of September
before the deregulation com-
mittee must submit a report
on the subject.
Wilbur McLean
Dean of the SBE, Dr. Scott Carson, attempts to defend tuition
deregulation at the recent Town Hall meeting.
Wilbur McLean
Only a smattering of students, staff and faculty turned out to last Thursday's meeting in the Schlegal
atrium to discuss impending tuition deregulation
$2500 to ditch res
Laurier entices incoming students to
drop out of residence with computers
and OneCard credits
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
As more preparations take
place for Laurier's overen-
rollment and the dearth of
residence space, an incentive
program has been adopted
whereby up to the first 100
students who rescind their
residence applications will
receive a package valued at
$2,500 and will have their
residence deposits fully.
The package includes a
$500 food credit on the
OneCard, a $500 book
and/or course pack credit
also on the OneCard and the
student's choice of a laptop
or desktop computer, or a
Blackberry - a cell
phone/wireless e-mail unit -
with an 8-month air time
package. Each of these is
valued at $1,500.
"It is a good thing to offer
a choice but the overall
majority of students will
have no interest whatsoever
because they want the resi-
st is a good thing
to offer a choice
but the overall
majority of
students will have
no interest
whatsoever..."
-David McMurray,
Dean of Students
dence experience first year,"
said Dean of Students David
McMurray.
As of July 14, only six
students had taken the offer
according to Dean
McMurray. This could be
because the offer has only
been posted on the Laurier
website for two weeks and
Frosh have not had any
other chances to be made
aware of the package. The
Frosh Information
Packages, which included
more information on the
incentive, was mailed out
earlier this week.
Enticing students to drop
out of residence is not a new
idea. Two years ago when
triple rooms were employed
as a solution to the housing
problem, an offer of $500 to
be spent in the bookstore
was made to students who
were willing to find other
living arrangements.
The decision for this
year's package, made by a
committee of the university's
senior administration, was
based on the notion that the
Continued on Page 2
university would have to
spend $2,500 on furniture to
set up those rooms they have
acquired, in sucli places as
Richmond Square and
University View. The actual
product cost of the package is
significantly lower than this
at approximately $1,500 to
$1,800.
Both computers' make
and specifications will be
determined by Laurier. The
laptop will be basic and the
brand won't be chosen until
there is confirmation on how
many need to be ordered.
The desktop will be enhanced
to include a CD burner and
DVD player, as well as a key-
board and monitor. The sup-
plier will be Computer Touch.
System, which is where 80%
of the computers found en-
camp us come from.
The Blackberry will come
from Research In Motion and
any student choosing- this
option will have to sign up
for a two year contract with
the supplier and Laurier will
pay for the first eight
months.
The Residential Services
Office will also assist those
opting; out with securing- off-
campus housing' and those
needing* an on-campus park-
ing- permit will be given pri-
ority in the parking- lottery.
Jennifer Asselin
Incentives for students to opt out of residence include money on their OneCard for meals and books
and the choice of a desktop computer, laptop or Blackberry wireless handheld.
News
Sedhev wins $8000 in suit
Fired Cord Editor-in-Chief clears his
name nearly one year later
JENNIFER ASSELIN
COLIN DUFFETT
News Editors
Victory was the word of the
day for Maneesh Sehdev on
July 11 when Judge J.
Breithaupt announced the
verdict in Sehdev's wrongful
dismissal case against
Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications and
awarded Sehdev $8,000 plus
court costs and a $50 trial
preparation fee.
The Judge concluded after
deliberation that e-mails, let-
ters and discussions held
between Sehdev and WLUSP
administration were not suf-
ficient warnings and were
not enough for dismissal.
"I am just happy this is
done with," replied Sehdev.
"Basically what everyone has
known all along is official
now."
When asked if WLUSP
administration still stood by
their decision to fire Sehdev
former WLUSP President
David Field replied, "I hold
no regrets."
The lawsuit stemmed
from the claim that Sehdev,
the Editor-in-Chief of The
Cord from May 2002 to
September 12 2002, was
wrongfully terminated after
finishing only five editions of
the weekly newspaper,
The first installment of"
the trial took place on June
11, 2003. The date saw
Sehdev, make his case in
front of the justice with the
help of current law student
and former EIC Asad Kiyani.
Testimonies included state-
ments pertaining to a letter
sent July 14, 2002 to Sehdev
on his employment situation
and the areas in which he
needed to improve.
"What everyone has
known all along is
official now."
- Maneesh Sehdev
The letter referenced five
points with regards to office
hours, professional business
relations, content and the
need for a Cord Editorial
Mission Statement. All of
Sehdev's witnesses labeled
the demands out of the
administration's jurisdiction
and both former ElC's and
the current EIC stated that
they were personally never
asked to meet the require-
ments in the letter.
It was deemed throughout
the trial that there were no
warning's either verbally or
written of the consequences
that Sehdev would face if the
terms in the letter were not
met. Thus, the firing was
seen as an extreme measure
taken in haste.
"If you are going' to have
this level of scrutiny in hir-
ing an Editor-in-Chief then
you should have a similar
level of scrutiny in firing
them," said Chris Pearce, for-
mer WLUSP President while
on the stand.
Field began the line of wit-
nesses for WLUSP but was
cut short when the judge
decided to continue the
remainder of the trial on July
11.
As the trial reconvened, it
was apparent that WLUSP
had decided to hire lawyer
William Fehrenbach to repre-
sent them for the second day.
Originally Laura Jardine,
current WLUSP President,
had taken the position of
examining' witnesses.
WLUSP's argument
focused around Sehdev's lack
of communication, availabili-
ty and problems with adver-
tisements. They asserted that
they had issued many warn-
ings to Sehdev during his
term as EIC citing various e-
mails and the July 14 letter
as examples. They also noted
that Sehdev fostered a poor
working environment and
was unwilling to work with
others within the administra-
tion.
Total costs to WLUSP will
be more than that owed to
Sehdev as the cost incurred
by the hiring of Fehrenbach,
to which the organization
wasn't willing- to disclose,
must also be paid.
"It's just one minor cost to
the organization who brings
in thousands and thousands
of dollars," said Jardine. "It's
not going- to be a huge
expense."
Overall Jardine noted that
she was happy with the
lawyer even if the judge did
rule in favor of Sehdev.
"I just hope this goes to
clear my name," said Sehdev
after the trial. "The last year
has been hectic and now it's
time to relax a bit."
Colin Duffett
Sehdev (left) and Kiyani celebrate their $8000 victory in Sehdev's
wrongful dismissal case against WLUSP this past Friday.
News Bites
Food Workers agree while
PP&P ratify
CUPE (Canadian Union of
Public Employees) Local 926,
has had the renewal of their
collective agreement for the
next three years approved by
Laurier's Board of
Governors.
The renewal took place on
June 18 after CUPE ratified
the agreement on June 5,:. It
includes an across the board
economic increase of three
percent and adjustments to
specific categories of work
that reflect the market. Also
included are improvements
to safety footwear
allowances, vacation entitle-
ment and more flexible shift
scheduling.
The university has also
gained increased flexibility
in the scheduling of work
hours and changes to what
employees pay for parking
and use of athletic facilities,
"There was no taking" of
positions. Instead we dis-
cussed things and came up
with solutions that worked
for both sides," said Dan
Graham, President of CUPE
Local 926 on the agreement.
A tentative agreement was
also reached between the
University and UFCW
(United Food and
Commercial Workers Union)
after seven days of negotia-
tions.
The Union, which repre-
sents the Food Services
employees on campus, came
to an agreement covering
three years beginning;
August i, 2003 and ending
July 31, 2008.
No information will be
available on the specifics of
the agreement until it has
been ratified on July 15 and
had the approval of the
Executive and Governance
Committee.
Philthy's liquor license
revoked
On Friday, July li, Philthy
McNasty's, a popular off-
campus sports bar, had its
liquor license revoked.
"It was 100 percent out of
our control. It was strictly to
do with our head office and
corporation," said Sam
Sneddon, a service manager
at the Westmount Road loca-
tion.
According to the Alcohol
and Gaining Commission of
Ontario, the restaurant was
issued a new liquor license
oil July 14.
Attempts were made to
contact Philthy's head office
but no one could be reached
at the time of deadline. The
Cord will continue to investi-
gate the circumstances.
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Nearby Scotiabank robbed
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
On Tuesday, July 15, a slew
of recent Scotiabank rob-
beries came close to home as
the King St.and University
Avenue location was hit.
The number of robberies
in the Kitchener Waterloo
area now stands at five as the
most recent one took place at
12:15 p.m. and
saw just one
man carry out
the theft
In The Cord's
attempt to con-
tact Waterloo
Regional Police,
Sergeant Qwen
Sim's only com-
ment was that
there is no more
information
available than
what the media is already
aware of.
"We are actively investi-
gating the situation," said
Sim.
Three honrs after the ini-
tial robbery in Waterloo,
another took place in
Cambridge at the Scotiabank
located at Saginaw Parkway
and Franklin Boulevard.
Police suspect that the
incident in Cambridge is sep-
In each robbery a
man walked into the
bank and gave a
note to the teller
saying that he had a
gun but no weapon
was seen.
arate from those that have
taken place in the K-W
Region.
In each of the first three
robberies a man walked into
each of the banks and gave a
note to the teller saying that
lie had a gun but no weapon
was seen. The man then
walked out with an undis-
closed amount of cash.
During- the third heist
though the rob-
ber was caught
on tape and
police later
released his pic-
ture.
The suspect
wanted with
respect to the
K-W robberies
is described as
being a thin,
white male with
short, dark
hair. 25-35 years old. He is
approximately five feet six to
five feet eight niches tall and
weighs 145 to 155 pounds.
He was also unshaven.
The man involved in the
Cambridge robbery is
described as being white, 25
to 30 years old with short
brown hair. He is six feet one
to six feet two inches tall,
clean-shaven, with, a medium
build. He was said to be wear-
ing dark clothes and a New
York Yankees baseball cap.
If anyone has any infor-
mation regarding- any of the
robberies they are asked to
call police at 853-7700 of
Crime Stoppers at 1-800 222-
8477.
Jennifer Asselin
The suspect in the Scotiaßank robberies is a thin white male with short, dark hair, 25-35 years old,
around 5'6", weighs around 150 pounds and is unshaven.
Bob Rae new chancellor
COLIN DUFFETT
News Editor
Early last march, John B.
Cleghorn stepped down from
his position as Chancellor of
Wilfrid Laurier University.
The university has finally
found a suitable replacement
for Chancellor Cleghorn, and
itis a familiar face to many
Ontarians. Robert Keith
Rae, otherwise known as Bob
Rae, the 21st Premier of
Ontario, has been named the
sixth Chancellor of the
University.
Rae was chosen out of a
pool of 43 candidates, all of
whom were submitted to the
university by April 11, 2003.
Rae succeeds a very strong
group of men and women
who had previously filled the
position. Former Chancellors
include the Hon. Paul Martin
Sr., the Hon. John Black
Aird, Maureen Forrester, the
Hon. Willard Z. Estey and
Cleghorn.
Dr. Robert Rosehart,
President and Vice-
Chancellor of the university
commented that Laurier has
had "a long history of very
impressive Chancellors."
"We're pretty darn excit-
ed," was Michael Strickland,
University Spokesperson's,
reaction when asked about
Premier Rae's selection.
Rae, the leader of the NDP
from 1982 to 1998 and
Ontario Premiere from 1990
to 1995 replaces Cleg-horn
who held the position for the
previous seven years.
Attempts to contact Rae
for comment were unsuc-
cessful, as he is currently out
of the country.
The job of Chancellor is
one of symbolic importance.
As a volunteer, the
Chancellor sits on the Board
of Governors, is a Senator, a
member of the Senate hon-
orary degree committee and
is the head of all graduation
ceremonies where he bestows
degrees upon qualified stu-
dents.
Rae comes to Laurier
from the Goodman's Law
Firm of Toronto. Rae has
also been spending his time
as Chairman and President
of the Forum of Federations
as well as sitting- on the
Board of Directors of such
institutions as the Royal
Conservatory of Music, the
Toronto Symphony
Orchestra and Hydro One
Inc.
Dr. Rosehart noted that
Rae "is a very good role
model" when asked why the
former Premier made a good
choice for the position of
Chancellor. Rosehart com-
mented on the Premier's
diversified talents and inter-
ests as one of the main rea-
sons why Rae was chosen for
the prestigious position of
Chancellor.
Rae steps into his position
as of September Ist of this
year, although he will be offi-
cially introduced at the Fall
Convocation in October.
Rae is Laurier's sixth chancellor
The Cord's 4-day
Heather Forecast
This week in
Laurier History
Thursday, July 13, 1989
Headline: Will 100frosh live in tents
for a week and like it?
A new housing concept for off-cam-
pus students during Frosh week was
implemented when it was decided
that up to 100 students would stay in
"Tent City."
Frosh paid an extra $30 in order to
stay in tents equipped with students'
own sleeping8 bags and pillows and
had to sign a residence agreement
form.
The tents were placed outside of
Euler/Leupold in hopes that students
would become more involved in the
week and that it would limit the
number of possible students drink-
ing and driving.
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Opinion
Leaping a boundary
Stefan J.
Sereda
Opinion
Editor
Kevin. Bourassa, on the day the
Supreme Court allowed him to
marry his same-sex partner,
declared homophobia to be
"dead." If Bourassa's statement is
true, then why is the insult of
choice being' passed between the
kids sitting one table over at
Wendy's still 'faggot?'
On a symbolic level, Mr.
Bourassa's remark is agreeable
for any liberal individuals
embracing the future. As an idea,
homophobia has been dead for
some time; everyone's just been
milking the dead mad cow. And
lots of people are clutching at
these utters for dear conservative
life, which is why on a literal
level, homophobia isn't dead yet.
The Supreme Court's ruling
definitely jettisoned Canadian
human rights laws into the 21st
Century, while the world's other
nations (with the exceptions of
the Netherlands and Belgium)
are still holding their political
debates on the walls of caves. Of
course, this progression is being-
met with external and internal
resistance which perpetuates the
attitude that homosexuals are
beneath heterosexuals, at least
when it comes to marriage.
For example, the self-pro-
claimed "land of the free" South
of the border has been pricking
Ontario's bleeding heart since
Bourassa's and Varnell's wedding
ceremony. Following the mar-
riage, the Weekly World News
offered a joke headline; "Saddam
and Osama in love." Apparently,
the same publication that once
tried to beat the world record for
get-well cards when Bat Boy got
hit by a truck finds it funny to
equate homosexuals with the two
men considered most sinister by
the majority of Americans.
The timing- of the first
Canadian same-sex marriage
might not have been planned as a
precursor to Pride Week, but it
certainly demonstrated this
country's evolution. What was
intentionally timed was the state-
ment made by President and
yokel George W, Bush stating
that marriage can only take place
between a man and a woman...
just after Pride Week. Well, a
presidential inauguration can
only take place if you receive the
majority of votes in your country,
but everyone doesn't play by the
same set of rules, now do they?
Bush probably choked on a pret-
zel when the U.S. Supreme Court
struck down a Texas sodomy law;
meanwhile Canadians have been
Did God stop by
your house to
borrow some Cocoa
Puffs and mention in
passing what His will
is?
keeping' politics out of the bed-
room since the Trudeau-era.
Think about that as you celebrate
your higher U.N. ranking over
some freedom fries, Americans.
The real threat to the leaps
and bounds made in what has
been called Canada's "Summer of
Love" is coming from within the
country, though. Religious and
family groups pleading their out-
dated cases. Notwithstanding
Clause-wielding Premiers doing
battle with pie chuekers. Kids
enjoying old-fashioned burgers
and spreading old-fashioned
hate.
Everyone trying to stop the
liberal progress train from
rolling along needs to remember
that Canadian law is based
around the notion of harm. If
what you choose to do with your
life isn't harming anyone else,
our non-archaic legal system
doesn't hold that it should be
restricted.
Of course, there are those who
would claim that same-sex mar-
riages will harm others. From
some Christians I know, the
argument was "homosexuality is
against the will of God." Really?
Did God stop by your house to
borrow some Cocoa Puffs and
mention in passing' what His will
is, or did you find this some-
where in The Bible? Just so
everybody's clear. The Bible also
outlaws sorcery, but somewhere
along' the line people stopped
worrying about this as sorcerers
were steadily accepted into socie-
ty, alongside pagans and Cure
fans. Besides, nobody is making-
Christian denominations follow
along- with the rest of this secular
society.
The controversial question on
the radio the day after the nup-
tials, however, was "What do I tell
my children?" That's simple.
Since having gay given to you
like it's a contagious disease is
about as dangerous as catching-
cooties, kids everywhere proba-
bly won't become homosexual
because they see a gay couple
holding hands. Think about it:
how many of you just decided to
switch teams when Ellen
Degeneres came out of the closet,
or when Will & Grace hit prime
time? What a country that legal-
izes same-sex marriages will
offer is an environment wherein
your homosexual child doesn't
have to give him or herself an
aneurysm worrying about
whether or not he or she will be
accepted. If the Feds and the gen-
eral public stop tip-toeing around
this issue, maybe someday 'fag-
got' won't be the choice insult.
Maybe I'll be able to relax in my
booth at Wendy's, and watch a
seemingly old-fashioned nation
advance past all the others.
Painfully pleasurable
Brian
D'Souza
Guest
Columnist
Those who speak German fluent-
ly will have no problem under-
standing' what "schadenfreude"
refers to. The dictionary defines
schadenfreude as "taking pleas-
ure from the suffering* of others".
It involves thinking- about all
the misfortune that one has wit-
nessed others go through, direct-
ly or indirectly. You could be
thinking about the man you saw
begging on the street corner, or
the friend who just got put
through the ringer in a messy
divorce. Many times, newspapers
play right into the complex by
running stories on people who
have had their lives ruined in
some horrible manner. When
anything happens involving a
celebrity, the tabloids rush out to
print the worst possible hearsay
and lies. You learn to feel better
about yourself because there are
those who are suffering far more
deeply than you.
Noted concentration camp
survivor Victor Frankl managed
to take pleasure from the suffer-
ing of his fellow inmates on occa-
sion when he was made to do a
forced march in the freezing cold.
He drew strength from a moment
when a prisoner was crying
because he had no shoes.
Temporarily, Frankl forgot his
own suffering because he could
look down on his fellow man.
It sounds rather selfish to
derive any sort of benefit from
the tragic events someone else
might have to live through.
Sometimes schadenfreude is a
normal reaction to a harsh, inhu-
mane world. Were any of us in
FrankFs position, it would be
hard to imagine what our reac-
tion would be.
Many people take comfort in
the fact that a "Third World"
exists. If they have to rant on and
on about how shitty life is for
Africans, it only means that they
are projecting their own dissatis-
faction with their lives. Genocide,
famine and disease are some-
thing- to be talked about because
they are evidence that there is
someone out there worse off than
them.
Some people use
schadenfreude as a
permanent crutch
instead of working for
ways to improve their
lives.
I will never blame someone
who has suffered the horrors of a
death camp, or any other tragic
experience for using- schaden-
freude as a temporary coping-
mechanism to get them through
a day of hell. However, some peo-
ple use schadenfreude as a per-
manent crutch instead of looking-
for ways to improve their lives.
They are the losers in life: the
guy who never gets the girl; the
woman who is unsatisfied with
her crappy job; the sibling who
was always put clown as a child
by his/her parents.
Instead, of working towards a
better career or relationship, you
sit back and take every opportu-
nity to laugh it up when some-
thing goes wrong- for someone
else. You don't have the guts to
step inside a boxing* ring, but
when Vitali Klitschko has half
his face cut up by Lennox Lewis,
you lap it up. When someone gets
dumped, you're the first person
to talk about how pathetic they
are, regardless of the status of
your love life.
The difference between a man
or woman who is strong and a
complete loser is the difference in
definition between schadenfreude
and. sympathy. To sympathize
with someone means "to suffer
with'. This is also a quality I rec-
ognized in a peer who personally
felt insulted when he heard oth-
ers at his workplace make racial
slurs. When a friend of mine tore
a ligament in her knee, I tried to
comfort her— I didn't feel better
about myself because of her pain.
Those of you who constantly
laugh at others know who you
are. Perhaps many others are
fooled by your facade. You dis-
guise conceit as concern. Allow
me to dispense with some advice
that will save you plenty of time
before you need to find someone
new to laugh at: at the end of the
day, when you gaze into the mir-
ror, perhaps you can laugh at
yourself for being such a stupid
dickhead? Because when you
take pleasure in the suffering of
others, you only keep degrading
yourself.
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Does indifference work? Who cares?
Entertainment Editor Chris Clemens has become so
apathetic, he won't even care if you read this. So why
did he even bother writing it in the first place?
Christopher
Clemens
Entertainment
Editor
The more you care about
something, the less chance
you have of succeeding.
"Why Chris," you might
exclaim upon reading this
blasphemy, "that's the most
utterly wretched thing- I've
ever heard, you pessimistic
pig-dog! My mother always
told me that I could do or be
whatever I wanted if I tried
hard enough, even a
princess!" Well guess what?
You aren't a princess, and
you definitely aren't doing a
princess, despite your best
efforts. 1 point for me, 0 for
your mom.
In my experience, the true
formula for success is com-
plete apathy. While looking-
for a summer job I went to
numerous co-op interviews in
a thrice-cursed suit, sans eye-
brow ring and brandishing' a
dandy little portfolio. I care-
fully watched my language
and laughed with false
heartiness at some of the
worst jokes I have ever
heard.
A little discouraged from
the constant rejections, my
enthusiasm for being- a pan-
dering sycophant began to
wear thin. My suit was wrin-
kled and the portfolio was in
bad shape, having- been
forced to play the role of
plate/doorstop/Frisbee in
addition to holding- paper. It
got to the point where I
found myself sitting in an
office one day, rambling
semi-incoherently about leak-
ing- water pipes and my
hatred for previous bosses,
and realized that I just didn't
care anymore. Somehow, I
got the job.
Indifference seems to be a
key aspect of success in
almost every facet of my life,
even school. Studying long
Indifference seems
to be a key aspect
of success in almost
every facet of my
life, including
school.
into the night and desperate-
ly praying for divine assis-
tance before an exam is a
death wish, the academic
equivalent to telling a burly
Scotsman that you like his
cute plaid skirt. As long as I
vaguely know the course
material and nonchalantly
stroll into the exam room
without a strong desire to
succeed, I'll do well.
If you peer back into your
filthy, bloodstained past,
you'll probably find examples
in your own lives where car-
ing* too much about some-
thing- fucked you over.
Relationships are the most
frequent occurrences: every-
one's seen at least one friend
pour their heart and soul into
the pursuit of that special
someone, only to be ripped to
shreds when their object of
affection hooks up with a
haughty bitch or bass-pump-
ing* Neanderthal. Curiously,
the bitch and the caveman
always care less about their
new romantic acquisition
than your ruined, trampled
friend. This is the stuff
whiny eino music is made of.
I'm not entirely sure why
the world is like this.
Perhaps the Being* Above
takes a sadistic pleasure in
crushing- dreams like PC Cola
cans shot with a high-veloci-
ty potato gun, dangling-
enticing- bait in front of our
eyes and yanking* it out of
our grasping' sweaty palms
at the very last second.
Maybe I'm completely wrong-
in happily believing this
ridiculous garbage while
enjoying* the greatest string
of luck ever - and it's only a
matter of time before it rims
out.
But what if there's some
merit to my way of thinking?
Indifference conceivably
leads to decreased stress lev-
els. which are proven to
enhance performance at any-
thing from academics to
selllocking. Caring too much,
or obsessing about some-
thing eventually results in
non-innovative thinking, ten-
sion, or the stalking of an
unfortunate victim, none of
which are exactly recipes for
a successful life.
I'm not advocating that
people should become fat and
bloated on their couches
while waiting for fame and
fortune to hit them in the
face with a frying pan, but if
you're one of those poor saps
who tries and tries but can't
succeed, maybe you should
just stop caring so damn
much.
Death by apathy
Wilbur
McLean
Editor-in-Chief
At times, I seriously wonder
whether the Business stu-
dents of this school would
give a hoot if their house
burnt down. Or their puppy
died. Or had their Gap
sweater rescinded.
Last week's deregulation
"town hall" meeting- took
place at the doorstep of busi-
ness students: The Schlegel
atrium. The meeting- was
scheduled to precisely coin-
cide with the end of daily
class for Business students:
11:20 am.
Yet, I look around at the
town hall meeting, and who
do I see? Various student
leaders who have to be there;
interested staff and faculty
standing- on the outskirts; a
CKCO camera crew; a num-
ber of student activists who
have made deregulation their
pet project; even a Waterloo
student was there,
But where were the busi-
ness students? By the process
of elimination, I could count
the number of SBE students
on one hand (and maybe give
me an extra thumb if you
want to count the one girl
who studied throughout the
meeting, occasionally lifting
her head). Business students
simply did not show up. Do
they even care?
Hey Business, your house
is burning down' scream
dozens of hyperactive Arts
students.
'Sorry, I'm too busy memo-
rizing [fie four Ps' replies the
disinterested SBE.
Literally hundreds of
Business students passed the
atrium during' the start of
the meeting-, just after the
end of their final class. I did-
n't see a single one stop to
pay heed to the goings on.
After the meeting, I asked
my friend, an Economics stu-
dent. why he thought more
biz kids didn't show up.
Well, apparently ICE Week
was beginning-. That's right.
ICE Week. When Business
students are given an entire
class-free week to get dressed
up and prepare a group pres-
entation.
Literally hundreds of
Business students
passed the atrium
during the meeting,
didn't see a single
one stop to pay
heed to the goings
on.
What sort of excuse is
that? Without any classes,
Business students should
have enough time to design
and sew their own "power
suit" on top of attending an
hour-and-a-half long meeting
regarding the future of their
degree.
I find the entire thing
befuddling. Quite frankly, if
Arts and Science students
were looking out solely for
ourselves, we would encour-
age deregulation. We would
cuddle deregulation and tell
it how sweet its hair smelled.
We would buy it gifts and
take it out to dinner at expen-
sive restaurants. After all,
40% of the money from
deregulated tuition- by gov-
ernment mandate- will be
going- to other faculties. In
other words, I'll see enhance-
ments to my program with-
out paying- a dime above and
beyond my beautifully regu-
lated tuition costs.
You, on the other hand,
will be paying twice as much
to attend Laurier while hear-
ing- promises of amenities
like a "Trading Room", which
recent Economics Grad Sean
Geobey aptly predicted could
become "a glorified computer
lab."
'Of course it's a Trading
Room! All of the computers
have their home page set to
the Toronto Stock Exchange!'
Certainly, deregulation
will not impact current
Business students in that
they will never have to pay
the exorbitant fees required
of deregulated tuition.
However, if they don't care
about the fate of their pro-
gram and those who will fol-
low, why should anybody
else?
If they don't care to ask
how their school came into
its current structural deficit,
thereby making deregulation
"necessary" is there a respon-
sibility for others to ask the
questions for them? Hardly.
After all it's your house
burning down while you toss
aside the fire extinguisher in
favour of that fourth P\
So as far as I'm concerned,
burn, baby, burn.
Shifty's
Top 10
Would-fee
chancellors
10. Keith Richards
9. Snoop Dogg
8. Darryl Strawberry
7. Robert Downey, Jr.
6. Bill Clinton
5. George Ul. Bush
4. Whitney Houston
3. Bobby Brown
2. Hunter S. Thompson
1. The entire 1970'sSilL cast
Letters to The Cord
She likes Waterloo Park
This is a message for Jessica
McLaughlin regarding- her
article Day Trippin' in the
Cord issue for May 21st.
Jessica cites Stratford
Park as a great place to have
a picnic, and while I will
agree with that. I do have
problems with her passing-
over Waterloo Park. In case
you didn't know, Waterloo
has won both the Provincial
(2000) and National (2001)
competitions for
"Communities in Bloom;"
this honour extends itself to
the park as well.
The park is wonderful,
arid is always full of people
when the weather is nice. In
fact, you should try to find
parking elsewhere since
finding' a spot in the park
will be very unlikely. Have
you walked on the new
boardwalk? Looked at the
butterfly garden? Seen the
Velcor planting? Walked
across the shady bridge that
connects the East side of the
park to West? Seen the Blue
Heron that lives in the river
connect to "Silver Lake?"
(Okay, so the name is a bit of
a stretch.)
Maybe you should explore
some areas in town a bit fur-
ther before you tell everyone
that they need to leave town
(and have a car to do 4 of the
5 activities you mentioned in
your article) to have fun.
I like Waterloo.
Kei
Ed. Note: The intention of
McLaughlin '$ article was to
examine day trips that could
he taken farther away from
campus. McLaughlin likes
Waterloo Park as well. W.M.
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The Cord Weekly asks:
Do homosexuals deserve all the same rights
as heterosexuals?
Are business students apathetic?
Do you care?
Write a letter to The Cord: letters@wlusp.com
INTERNATIONAL
Catch twenty-three
China-controlled Hong Kong has
produced political strife for the island
state
BRYN BOYCE
INTERNATIONAL EDITOR
Hong Kong residents have
taken to the streets lately to
protest the wildly con-
tentious Article 23 of the con-
stitution. Since 1997, when
Britain gave up control of
Hong' Kong to China, the
llare ups between the tiny
island and mainland China
have been frequent.
After reuniting with
China for the first time in
150 years, the island-state
had high hopes for democra-
tization and independence.
Beijing, the capital of
China, promised the people of
Hong Kong the same living-
standards that they enjoyed
under the British crown for
at least fifty years. The
patience of the pro-democra-
cy movement has been declin-
ing ever since, and few have
any faith that Beijing is
either capable or willing to
provide these standards.
The "National Security
Bill" or Article 23, is the lat-
est target of severe criticism
from the pro-democracy
movement in Hong Kong.
The bill, if passed, would give
Beijing sweeping new powers
to curtail democracy.
Everything from censorship
to arrests without warrants
could be implemented as a
result of this bill.
Moreover, the bill could
outlaw certain political par-
ties as well as limit religious
and political freedoms in
Hong Kong.
Not since Tiananmen
Square in 1989 has the
People's Republic of China
seen such an immense and
vocal demonstration. On July
Ist, 500.000 demonstrators
participated in a protest on
the island and protests have
been popping* up ever since.
The Christian Science
Monitor pointed out that the
demonstrators have not been
of the same ilk as Che
Guevera or the black clad
anarchists that have been fin-
gered as the stereotypical
malcontents. These protes-
tors are in fact led by the
weather law schools and the
bar association.
Not since
Tiananmen Square
in 1989 has the
People's Republic of
China seen such an
immense and vocal
demonstration.
The lawyers and law ana-
lysts fear what the 13 year-
old article could mean to civil
liberties and democratic
rights if implemented. "With
orders from the central gov-
eminent, related officials
tried to cook it up as quickly
as possible and made it
vague, in order to win favor
with [Chinese President]
Jiang's regime," stated a
spokesperson from a group
called Global Coalition
Against Article 23
Legislation.
The bill was first pub-
lished in April of 1990, but it
has been under consideration
by the government of China
for the last 13 years and has
just now been released in
final form. The bill, which
received many letters of con-
cern from members of the
legislature, was read in par-
liament this June at a session
in which the pro-democracy
members were absent at a
conference concerning the
legality of the Article.
When they returned the
democratic supporters found
that July 9th had been set as
the day for the final vote.
That vote has since been post-
poned in wake of the July Ist
outcry.
Many feel that the govern-
ment is acting shady and try-
ing to fast track the bill
through parliament.
Consequently, the general
public has a less favourable
view of Beijing. Recent polls,
as reported in the Christian
Science Monitor, state that
the public support for direct
elections has risen from 55%
to 70%.
"The government needs to
start consulting' with the peo-
ple about direct elections in
2007 and 2008," said Alan
Leong, a former head of the
Hong Kong bar association.
It isn't clear whether
Beijing will comply with
these calls for elections, but
the political pressure is
mounting and already high-
ranking Chinese officials are
feeling the heat of the inter-
national limelight. Article 23
has been condemned by
NGOs and civil liberty
groups around the world as
being a threat to prospects of
a democratic Hong Kong.
Contributed Photos
Hong Kong citizens take to the streets in droves to protest Article 23 of the constitution and feel that
the government is trying to fast track the bill through parliament.
Environmental woes
Thinking long term to save our
planet and ourselves
Michael
Borrelli
International
Columnist
I never thought a public edu-
cation commercial would
ever have an effect on me,
but to this date I can still
vividly remember one from
my days living in Montreal.
One day when I was about 6
or 7 I saw one featuring- a
child getting ready to go out-
side. The twist on this nor-
mal scene was that it was
supposed to be the near
future, and the child had to
wear a respirator and space-
man-like suit to go outside
because of the inhabitable
environment outside his
doors.
As a child, that scared the
crap out of me! My brother
was already known to have
asthma, and would have
trouble breathing on occa-
sion. This situation was pret-
ty frightening for him, and
for my family because it's
pretty brutal to watch a kid
not being able to breathe
properly. So to see a commer-
cial portraying the world
ahead of me as one where we
all had trouble breathing
outside was a pretty scary
proposition to my young-
mind.
Let's fast forward more
than 15 years. Smog adviso-
ry: Don't go outside and per-
form strenuous activities
unless absolutely necessary.
Particulate matter in the air,
ground level O-Zone,
Co2..,the list goes on. Two
workers die one summer
because of heat related stress
while they work. What about
skin cancer? Who even con-
siders wearing SPF 15 any-
more?
What the hell? It's not as
bad as wearing a spacesuit
outside, but when did it get
so bad?
Environmental problems
are going to be the defining
problem of our generation.
It's that one problem that
transcends borders, that
affects all of us without prej-
udice. It also happens to be a
problem that many of us are
Environmental
problems are going
to be the defining
problem of our
generation. It's that
one problem that
transcends borders.
not taking very seriously.
As Health Canada is
telling us about the dangers
of air pollution, as children
are diagnosed with asthma
more and more often, as cli-
mate change is occurring as
industry and cars pump
greenhouse gasses into the
atmosphere, we are off driv-
ing in our SUV's, using more
electricity and fossil fuels
than ever before, and not
considering for a second that
the problem is us and the
way we live.
And our leadership is
mimicking this ignorance to
the problems. Governments
are all gung-ho to sign on to
agreements like the Kyoto
Protocol, but when it comes
to actually applying them, a
vacuum is created. Short
term thinking prevails, and
the immediate effects of envi-
ronmental protection meas-
ures are viewed to be too dev-
astating to already fragile
western economies.
Everyone wants a paying job,
they want endless consumer
goods, and they want eco-
nomic freedom. They don't
want responsibility to those
that will inherit this planet.
They don't want to be
accountable for the goods
they buy, the resources they
use, or the cars they drive.
So when do we start
thinking long term? We have
to start to treat an SUV as a
weapon of mass destruction.
The wants of a few have to be
tempered by the needs of the
many. Kids should be able to
play outside without a space-
suit, asthma free, and with-
out breathing air that will
lower their life spans.
We could just as easily
join the climate change
deniers, or those that say
claims of pollution ax-e over
exaggerated, but then we
might as well also say that
cigarettes don't cause lung
cancer. We're running out of
time though, and every time
I hear news of another smog
advisory, I'm reminded of
that damn commercial.
Hopefully we'll be the gener-
ation that says "Let's change
now for the better, instead of
changing later because we're
forced to."
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IRAQ
U.S. President George Bush's
attempt to bring peace and
stability to the Middle
Eastern country of Iraq has
hit a new milestone.
Although not as symbolic as
the fall of Saddam Hussein's
doppelganger in Baghdad,
this new development may
prove to be even more telling
of the American progress in
reconstructing Iraq. The
147th American combat
death was officially reported
on July 16, 2003. This most
recent death now matches the
total number of combat
deaths accumulated during
the 1991 Gulf War. The latest
U.S. casualty occurred west
of Baghdad when a rocket-
propelled grenade hit his
vehicle during an ambush.
EUROPE
Despite calls for Bush to seek
international assistance in
the occupation and recon-
struction of Iraq, many
nations are declining to play
international janitor. Prance
and Germany have both come
out to say they will not con-
tribute to a peacekeeping
force in Iraq. Already 60,000
troops are scheduled to leave
Germany, and this mass exo-
dus of troops from traditional
European allied states has
left the Americans searching
for another home away from
home. Romania, Poland and
Bulgaria have all been snug-
gling- up to the Americans
and Secretary Of State,
Donald Rumsfeld has begun
referring to these former
communist-bloc countries as
"new" Europe
BELGIUM
The International Criminal
Court (ICC) has announced
that the Congolese leaders
involved in the atrocities of
the past five years of civil war
will be the first to be tried in
the new international courts.
The war has claimed an esti-
mated 3 million deaths thus
far. The conflicts in the east-
ern region of Ituri will be the
first to be dealt with. Many
letters have been flooding-
into the ICC condemning
human rights atrocities
world wide and this will be a
historic first step for the ICC
as it begins proceedings hi
the Congolese cases. Many
people are skeptical because
the courts do not have the
support of the Bush adminis-
tration and feel that an inter-
national court that is binding
to some but not to others
defeats the purpose of a inter-
national legal body.
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Features
A condensed version of a
condensed history of WLU
PATRICIA IAISIOA REPRINTED FROM THE CORD WEEKLY, SEPTEMBER 9,-3399
October 30, 1911 • Waterloo Lutheran Seminary opens. Four students enrolled.
1914 ® Rev. Nils Willison becomes first graduate.
1914 * Preparatory courses separated from theological courses. Waterloo College School is born.
1918 • More courses offered to lead to full arts BA.
1919 • Willison Hall opens. Building includes student accommodation, a dining hall, classrooms, other
facilities.
May 30, 1924 • Faculty of Arts established. 24 students enter first year.
February 18, 1925 • Waterloo Lutheran becomes affiliated with University of Western Ontario.
September 13, 1926 • The Cord is born. Known as The College Cord, it is a six-page pamphlet costing five cents.
1929 • Board of Governors decides to admit female students.
1959 • Associate Faculties granted a University charter. The University of Waterloo is born and Waterloo
Lutheran becomes known as "the high school down the street."
1959 • Name changed to Waterloo Lutheran University. University given degree granting rights.
June 30, 1960 • Waterloo College terminates affiliation with the University of Western Ontario. A rivalry is born.
1962 • Shinerama started by Laurier students. Event goes national in 1964.
1964 ® Students' Union board denies students the right to play cards in the Students' Union Building,
claiming students are too messy.
1966 • Faculty of Social Work founded. Department of Business and Economics becomes a school.
1969 • The Supremes perform in the Theatre Auditorium for Winter Carnival. 11,000 in attendance
1970 • Co-op introduced to business program
1970 • Athletic Complex is built, new SUB is erected on stilts.
1972 • After much clever name searching, Waterloo Lutheran University becomes Wilfrid Laurier
University. Frank C. Peters becomes first president of the new WLU.
1973 • Fred Nichols appointed Dean of Students. A WLU legacy begins.
1975 • Students' Union is officially formed, first student elections are held.
1979 • The Turret opens. Thursday nights are never the same.
October 23, 1981 • Dean Nichols brings BACCHUS to Canada.
. 1987 • SUB is renamed the Nichols Campus Centre. University administration doesn't approve. Legal bat-
tle ensues.
1988 • John Aird Centre built.
October 27, 1989 • After complaints from Social Work students and the formation of a six-person committee, Laurier
president John Weir announces panty raids are banned from campus.
March 1991 • The Cord is shut down for four days by the Students' Union for printing offensive material.
1991 • Laurier is ranked 27th out of 46 Canadian universities in the Maclean's ranking.
April 22, 1995 • 1500 students turn out for second annual Ezra Street party. 42 arrests are made, nine criminal
charges laid and two life-threatening injuries inflicted.
1995 • Backed by millions of dollars in provincial funding, the aptly named Science Building is opened.
1995 • SUB renovated. Turret expanded. Food Court created.
November/December
1995 • MBA student Michael Daunt wins $64,198 (US) on Jeopardy.
April 1996 • First on-campus party held in response to Ezra Street fiasco of previous year. Another Laurier tra-
dition is born.
1999 • Faculties of Arts and Sciences are split.
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Perfecting the partiest patio
Drinks, food, a great atmosphere:
which patio has the best of it all?
MELANIE SCHARF
Cord Staff Writer
So, you're a student who
managed to get stuck in the
city of Waterloo for the sum-
mer, Let's face it, especially
towards the end of the sum-
mer this city can become
somewhat tedious. I enjoy
Wilfs as much as the next-
person, but there are only so
many Wednesday nights of
listening' to the same music
that I can tolerate before I
find myself itching- to head
back to my home city of
Ottawa for a little variety.
For all of you who are start-
ing to feel the pressure of
cabin fever like I am, there
are some alternatives that
may be worth your while.
The summer time offers a
popular option that isn't
available to us in the winter
months. Due to the pleasant
weather, most of the popular
drinking establishments and
restaurants have opened
their patios for our outdoor
boozing enjoyment, I have
visited some of the local
patios to find out if they are
worth both our precious time
and money.
Barley Works (59 King St. N)
9 out of 10
This was my favourite
patio of all the patios I sam-
pled. First, it has an excellent
atmosphere. You walk up a
long flight of stairs (outside)
and sit in a wide-open area
that is covered with plants
and colourful signs. The
ambience is very nice. The
tables aren't crowded togeth-
er and, as a result, you don't
feel like other people are lis-
tening to your conversation.
They do play your typical Top
40 Pop/Rock, but not to
worry if you don't dig
Christina; the music isn't
loud enough to disturb your
good time. Another enjoyable
aspect of the patio at Barley
Works is that you don't have
to scream over the music so
that your friend can hear
that you have to go to the
washroom. Finally, I love
Barley Works because unlike
most other patios that are
fully exposed to the elements,
you will never need a rain
check for this patio. If it is
raining they have two large
sections of the patio that are
covered to protect you from
the inclement weather. Also
notable is the full menu avail-
able even in the late evening.
All in all, I found it to be a
very pleasant experience
with good service and decent
food.
McGinnis Frontrow (160
University)
6.5 out of 10
This patio lias a different
type of appeal than Barley
Works. Several picnic tables
mingle with your typical
plastic patio tables. If you
like people watching, this is
the place to be. Located right
on University Ave, there is a
plethora of people walking by
at all times. If you are going
out on a casual date and are
worried about running out of
conversation, there is always
something to watch on this
patio.
The music during meal
times is generally 80's/9G's
hits. I found this patio to be
crowded and I was not
pleased with the service. It
was slow and inefficient. The
food, however, (I had the
Summer Menu Stir-Fry) was
excellent and my dinner part-
ner enjoyed his hamburger
and french fries. In case any-
body wants to get a little
dirty. McGimiis is hosting a
hot tub party on July 17th.
There will be a functioning-
hot tub on the patio; rules
and regulations have yet to
be announced.
Symposium Cafe (4 King St.
8.5 out of 10
Symposium's patio is an
attractive patio with flowers,
Christmas lights and candles
to create a romantic and
soothing atmosphere.
Subsequently, this patio is
not the place for boisterous
drinking. If you are looking
for a cost efficient but still
impressively romantic date I
highly recommend this patio.
It is located behind the Cafe
and overlooks Regina St. The
Jazzy music does a nice job of
covering up the noisy traffic
and it is a welcome change
from the music at every other
bar in Waterloo. You can get
every type of blended drink
imaginable (made with fresh
fruit!) and some excellent
cake to go along- with it.
Service is generally good,
and the food is amazing*.
Morty's Pub (272 King St. N)
7 out of 10
When I think of Morty's
patio I think of one word:
busy. If you plan on going
out drinking on a nice night,
make sure you get there
early. It is pretty hard to get
a seat on this patio on a bar
night. The really nice thing
about this patio is that there
are televisions so that you
don't miss a minute of any
important sporting event.
Similar to Barley Works, it
has cover from the rain
should the weather decide
not to cooperate.
Unfortunately, the patio is
about a foot away from King
St.and is quite noisy. The
service at Morty's has never
impressed me. It is slow and
I have yet to see any of the
servers smile. However, the
food (especially the wings) is
always excellent.
Ethel's Lounge (114 King St. N)
7 out of 10
Ethel's Lounge is even
busier than Morty's. If you're
not there by 8:30 don't expect
to sit down right away. Even
on a Sunday night it was
rammed. It is crowded and
you often need to go get your
own drinks, but it has some
appealing* features. First, it
is settled several feet back
from King St. thus eliminat-
ing a lot of unwanted noise.
Second, because of the way it
is set up. Ethel's patio has a
cottage feel to it. The wooden
deck and fence is less of a
reminder that you are stuck
in a city in the summer. This
is a big plus for me as I miss
being* close to nature. If you
are looking for a busy patio,
Ethel's is one of your best
bets.
King St. Trio on University
(65 University E)
8.5 out of 10
Looking for a place to take
your special person for your
anniversary or their birth-
day? If you are comfortable
splurging a little financially,
you will not regret going to
the King St. Trio. The food
and service are both excel-
lent. The patio is absolutely
beautiful with flowers and
plants everywhere. It is also
completely walled off from
University Ave and this
ensures a quieter more pleas-
ant atmosphere. All summer
long* this patio offers half
price appetizers between the
hours of 8:00 and 9:30. The
only reason I gave this patio
less than a perfect rating is
because students are often a
minority in such a sophisti-
cated atmosphere and some
may be looking* for a more
common meeting* place.
Jennifer Asselin
Ethel's lounge is a watering hole for many experienced local drinkers
Jennifer Asselin
Summer rain left Mortis patio vacant Tuesday, but the place should
be packed on Thursday...wing night baby.
lennifer Asselin
Santa is having a brewskie in the back while weird face man tries to
throw back an MGD on the Barley Works patio.
Jennifer Asselin
Usually, this patio would be bustling with people on a warm sunny
day. Unfortunately, we took a picture of it on a drab, rainy day.
Can you spell
hebetudinous?
The summer stupids affect almost
uhhh, what were we saying...?
Jessica
McLaughlin
Student
Life Editor
Somewhere between the sum-
mer barbecues, long- days in
the sun and endless hours
spent at watering- holes, I've
realized that summer is not
about working- to save money
for school. Summer for many
has become a four-month
period of stupidity. I have
found myself in the middle of
a conversation
pausing mid
sentence to
search aimless-
ly for lost
words. 1 have
caught myself
more than once
spacing- out and
fumbling' to
regain control
of my intelli-
gence. Most
obviously I have
realized sadlv
that my summer vocabulary
consists mainly of four or
five letter words such as
"bogus". I have realized that I
am suffering from an
extreme ease of the summer
stupids, an illness that
plagues students for two
thirds of the year,
Quite possibly my condi-
tion is a natural way for my
brain to conserve its mentali-
My summer
vocabulary consists
mainly of four or five
letter words such as
bogus. I am suffering
from an extreme
case of the summer
stupids.
ty for the times that I really
need it, during- exams, tests
and papers. However it is
almost a blow to one's confi-
dence to feel, well, stupid.
Many a times, mid-laughter
my friends and I have looked
at each other and gasped 'We
go to university?' Despite all
the good laughs that inci-
dents caused by the summer
stupids have provided, I
almost feel that I need to bal-
ance such fun with a reality
check.
After Labour Day week-
end has come and gone along-
with that last trip to the cot-
tage and one last day by the
pool, pina colada and all. I'm
sad to say I am
almost looking'
forward to
returning' to
classes. Maybe
it is because I
feel the need to
stimulate what
is left of my
smarts in
order to reas-
sure myself
that some-
where beneath
the depths of
summer catch phrases and
sand I still posses a degree of
intelligence. Though I will
truly miss those times spent
laughing- at my own stupidi-
ty, I'm sure I'll find time "dur-
ing the school year to balance
books with the occasional
night of stupid behaviour at
the bar.
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Men's hockey promising
Hockey Hawks lose four veterans, but Duncan, Vukovic
and Day return to the 2003-2004 lineup
T.J. HILL
Staff Writer
The upcoming 2003-04 CIS
hockey season leaves much
to the imagination for
Laurier hockey fans. The
men's varsity hockey team is
coming off an impressive
2002-03 campaign that saw
them record their first win-
ning season in two years.
The Hawks then stormed
through the first round of
the playoffs sweeping- Brock
and then took the York
Yeomen to the brink in a
hard fought three game divi-
sion final. Although the
Hawks came up short against
the Yeomen, they proved to
the whole league that they
could compete against the
best the QUA has to offer.
Much of the credit of last
year's success has to go to
first year Head Coach, Mark
French. French came to
Laurier from the North Bay
Centennials of the Ontario
Hockey League. He brought
with him a winning attitude
and an intensity that the
Hawks fed off.
The result was a Hawks
team that came to play com-
petitively every night. The
combination of explosive
team speed and a work ethic
that was tough to match for
most Hawk opponents made
for an exciting brand of
hockey.
The combination of
explosive team
speed and work
ethic made for an
exciting brand of
hockey
The Hawks are expected
to lose, at most, four veterans
from their line-up. Fourth
year defense man Ryan
Crombeen, has graduated.
Forwards Bryan Kazarian,
Kyle Adams, and Jason
Bullock will be leaving
Laurier to pursue pro
careers. Although Kazarian
has not made his decision
final, it is expected that he
will be gone before the season
begins in September.
These four will be sorely
missed. Each player was a
key ingredient to the success
Laurier achieved last winter.
French and the rest of the
Golden Hawk coaching staff
will have their hands full
recruiting players to fill the
shoes of these four veterans.
Notable returnees to the
Hawk line-up include
Captain Bill Duncan, OUA
all-star Nik Vukovic, and
starting goaltender Justin
Day. These three players will
be called upon to log a lot of
minutes on the back end and
make sure the other teams'
top players are held in check.
Up front, the Hawks will
welcomeback the team's lead-
ing scorer two years run
ning, left winger Kevin
Corso. He will be reunited on
a line with first team rookie
all-star Richard Col will. The
dynamic duo, who finished in
the top ten in league scoring-
last season, will be counted
on for a repeat performance
this year.
The Hawks have a large
core of players who began
their CIS careers together.
Heading into their third sea-
son. team chemistry and
familiarity should riot pose a
problem. Now that French
has a year under his belt, the
team should be familiar with
his personality and coaching
philosophy.
This, coupled with some
solid recruits over the off sea-
son, should give Laurier
hockey fans good reason to
be optimistic about what has
the potential to be a special
year for men's hockey at
Laurier.
Cord Photo
Brian Kazarian's return is still up in the air, but wingers Corso and
Colwill will be hitting the ice for another season together.
Strange days for the NCAA
Bernard
Dawson
Staff
Writer
The summer of 2003 will
probably be remembered as a
major turning- point for US
college athletics. Or it could
be looked back upon as just a
strange period which lasted
from the end of March
Madness until the beginning
of another football season.
Either way, it has been a
weird summer for the NCAA.
One group who can attest
to this are
NCAA coaches.
Coaches have
faced the chop-
ping* block for
some pretty
crazy reasons in
the last few
months, includ-
ing frat parties,
March Madness
betting' pools
and thousand
dollar "gifts" to strippers. If
this keeps up. some coaches
might have larger police
records than some of their
players. And these firing's
are not even the largest story
of the summer.
That distinction belongs
to the defection of Big East
Conference powerhouses
Miami and Virginia Tech to
the Atlantic Coast Conference
(ACC). This move, made in
June, takes effect as of the
2004 football and 2004-05
If this keeps up
some coaches
might have larger
police records than
some of their
players.
basketball seasons.
While this shakeup will
have an immediate effect on
football, secondary reactions
to the move will soon hit the
basketball world. This shift
of power could be the signal
of a major change in the high
stakes world of US college
athletics.
Last year the Big East
voted to kick out Temple and
bring in the University of
Connecticut, a move that
would enhance the credibility
of the league and get rid of a
non-factor. This move would
also keep the number of
teams at eight, the minimum
required by the NCAA to
remain a Division 1-A foot-
ball conference. And that's
where the
money comes
in.
Right now
the Big- East is
considered one
of the six major
football confer-
ences and,
therefore. its
football cham-
pion receives
an automatic
Bowl Championship Series
bid. The payout for one team
involved in a BCS bowl is,
according to CBS Sportsline,
between $10-13 million dol-
lars. For one game, that is an
incredible amount of money.
And the Big East wants to
keep things this way.
There is a problem, how-
ever. The defection of Miami
and Virginia. Tech leaves the
Big East with, six schools.
Uconn joins in 2004, the
same year the two power-
houses leave, but Temple is
still being kicked out in
2005. Which means that the
Big East needs another mem-
ber for the 2004 season and
one more to join by 2005.
Otherwise, the conference
might cease to exist.
The simplest thing to do
would be to invite Temple
back into the fold. But this
does not seem likely since a
doormat cannot makeup for
the loss of two national pow-
ers. The Big East needs to
land a pair of good to very
good athletic programs in
order to still be viewed as a
major conference and keep
their automatic BCS bid.
To do this, the Big East
might be forced to raid one or
two of the non-BCS Division
1-A conferences and steal the
top teams of those respective
leagues. Which means that
these conferences would have
to raid yet another confer-
ence in order to survive. This
would have massive implica-
tions on the entire NCAA.
Mid-major conferences could
disappear as the best teams
leave for richer BCS leagues
and their national TV deals,
leaving behind the poor
teams to face the problems.
Faced with this, it is very
possible that many minor
Division 1-A football teams
will become cannon fodder
for the larger and more pow-
erful schools. Lacking the
payouts of major bowls and
TV deals with major net-
works, more than a few
teams may decide that the
costs of running a Division 1-
A program are too much and
drop down to Division 1-AA.
1 will admit that this is the
most pessimistic scenario I
have been able to think up
about recent NCAA events.
The Big- East might be able to
find two mid-major pro-
grams to fill its holes, and
maybe the minor conferences
will be glad to be rid of these
large fish in small ponds.
This could be my over active
imagination at work, stimu-
lated by too many hours of
NCAA Football 2003. But
whatever the outcome, be it
perfect or horrifying, the
power in the NCAA has
changed drastically in the
past few months.
Contributed Photo
The NCAA has seen brighter
days.
Simon bats sausage
KELLY WAMSLEY
Cord Sports
On .July 9, 2003, 28-year-old
Randall Simon, the first
baseman for the Pittsburgh
Pirates, was suspended for
three games and fined
$2,000 dollars, following- an
incident where Simon struck
one. of the Milwaukee
Brewers' mascots with his
bat. Simon did not play on
Thursday during the match-
up against the Brewers'.
Four people in sausage
costumes race around the
infield warning" track
between the sixth and sev-
enth innings at Brewers
games as part of the enter-
tainment for the fans. The
incident took place in front
of 22.490 fans and was also
caught on camera.
When the group went
past the Pirates' dugout,
Simon swung' a bat at the
Italian sausage character,
hitting her from behind and
causing* her to tumble to the
ground. As she fell, a nearby
sausage - the hot dog - went
down as well.
Simon struck a 19-year-
old, Mandy Block, who was
treated for scraped knees.
Block asked for an apology
and an autographed bat from
Simon. In addition to strik-
ing Block, Simon also caused
Block to run into 21-year-old
Veronica Piech causing her
to fall to the ground as well.
Both women were awarded
an apology from Simon, and
an autographed baseball bat.
Block did not want any
charges laid against Sfmoii.
Block, who has worked for
two summers as a member of
the Brewers' on-field promo-
tional team,
said it's nor-
mal for oppos-
ing1 teams to
throw peanuts
or squeeze
water bottles
at them.
"I saw the bat
before I got to
him. I thought
he was just
going to fake
me out," said
Block, who
stands 5-foot-3. "I am real lit-
tle and I didn't take the blow
very well."
Block said the blow didn't
hurt because it hit the head
section of the costume, which
is above her head.
After the incident the
Pittsburgh Pirates issued
"The matter is cur-
rently in the hands
of the Milwaukee
authorities. The
Pirates will also
address this issue
internally."
this statement:
"The Pirates do not con-
done Randall Simon's behav-
ior during last night's
Pirates/Brewers
game. The mat-
ter is currently
in the hands of
the Milwaukee
authorities. The
Pirates will also
address this
issue internally.
"The
Pittsburgh
Pirates apolo-
gize to the
Milwaukee
Brewers organi-
zation and to the Brewers'
fans for this unfortunate
incident."
The incident goes down in
the books as the most foolish
mascot attack ever... wait a
second.
Contributed Photo
The sausages racing on the baseball diamond were the target of
violence as Randall Simon took a two-handed swing at one.
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Image is everything...
...thirst is nothing. The Black Maria
shows how looking cool brings home
the bacon and the pre-teen fangirls.
Kat
Lourenco
Staff Writer
"As the world burns around
you, and as the flames suc-
cumb, from the ashes the
Phoenix rises with the Black
Maria in its clutches; to
destroy the sullen, to revive
the planet's cold dead
heart..." Ha! Welcome to the
world of the Black Maria:
dark, mysterious, and
extreme...and so well pre-
sented.
Bishop...certainly
made sure that he
was the center of
attention with
complaints about
audio equipment
and crotch shots
for the crowd.
In theory, combining ex-
members of former estab-
lished hardcore bands (Kyle
Bishop of Grade, and Chris
Gray, Alan Nacinovic, and
Derek Petrella of Zyon, both
based out of the Toronto area)
would produce, if not origi-
nal, at least a well-developed
musical style. In practice
though, the Black Maria's
music doesn't quite live up to
the attention they've been
getting- . They have, however,
managed to use their past
experience to create some-
thing- worth the interest
they've attracted: an unfor-
gettable visual presence.
From their website (see
opening quote), to their
clothes to their onstage
actions, the Black Maria are
100% rock star. Extreme is
the name of the game, and
their performance at the
Trasheteria in Guelph on
July 11 was no exception.
Kyle Bishop may no longer
be at center stage, but he cer-
tainly made sure that he
remained the center of atten-
tion with complaints about
audio equipment and fre-
quent crotch shots for the
crowd (something all too well
known for most longtime
Grade fans). Chris Gray
managed to steal some of the
spotlight though. If his
vocals didn't catch your
attention, his tight pants cer-
tainly did. The rest of the
band fell nicely into place
alongside their "frontmen";
not quite as extreme, but still
sharing the same intriguing*
confidence and fine use of
hair-care products.
Some would argue that if
you can't demand attention
with your music then there's
no point in calling attention
to yourself in other ways, but
attracting attention visually
doesn't necessarily happen
011 its own. It takes a fair
amount of thought and plan-
ning, and while that's called
"manufacturing" to some, I
call it dedication to your
band. And if nothing else, the
Black Maria has dedication.
Stage presence counts for a
lot, and these boys know it.
Kat Lourenco
The Black Maria have discovered the secret to fame and fortune:
being blurry and visually indistinguishablef
He always said that he'd be back
Arnold goes back to the basics:
time traveling, big explosions and
repeated brutal beatings
KATIE GORDANIER
Cord Entertainment
The classic Terminator story
line...bad guys send an
incredibly high tech/power-
ful terminator back in time to
terminate a member of the
Connor family (and the
human race), while the good
guys send an inferior model
to protect humanity. Rise
Against the Machines, the
newest release in the
Terminator franchise, follows
Weekly Lyrics
Congrats to Megan House
for correctly guessing that
the filthy, perverse lyrics
from the last issue were from
Aerosmith's Fever. She'll be
getting a free CD from the
"grab bag" if she drops by
the WLUSP office sometime
during Prosh week.
suit.
Arnold Schwarzenegger
reprises his role as the
Terminator T-101, decked out
in his black ensemble com-
plete with sunglasses and a
new catch phrase: "Talk to
the hand". Sent back to
2003, the T-101 appears to
protect an untraceable John
Connor (Nick Stahl), John's
future wife Kate Brewster
(Claire Danes) and four other
people who become important
in John's war on the
machines.
Kristanna Loken plays
the T-X (short for
Terminatrix), Skynet's
newest edition to the
Terminator family. She has
the ability to control other
machines telepathically (or
the robot equivalent) and her
arms double as changeable
weapons. She is a worthy
successor to the T-1000 of the
second movie, even if she
does wear skintight clothing
and uses her sex appeal to
get out of a speeding ticket at
This issue's lyrics:
"If this sky's going to
eat us then I'd like to be
digested into a million
pieces with you. I'd love
to he scattered to hell
with you. To hell with
you."Contributed Photo
Schwarzenegger returns in his best role since Kindergarten C0p.... er,
rather. Twins.... er, rather... never mind.
JON CORBIN
Cord Entertainment
With 20 years of experience
as battle rappers and skilled
lyricists, the LA emcees Dax
and Jurny Big- return for
their final album, The
Gadfly. Filled with sharp
battle raps, innovative topics
and honest lyrics, this
record is a refreshing'
change from the repetitive-
ness of the commercial
scene. The-first track, "A
Place Called Hip-Hop" sees
Jurny Big- rip into the cur-
rent state of the art form: "It
used to be a place without
band-aids on faces/ And
thugged out voices running-
through R&B places/ And
broads in videos showing
more body than brains/
Translating- into records
sales and you can't com-
plain/ But I can."
What makes the crew
even more intriguing is that
they are committed
Christians. However, the
album's content seems to be
shaped by the group's faith,
not overrun by it. Fresh and
exciting, with banging- beats
and solid concepts, The
Gadfly will be enjoyed by
hip-hop heads.
the beginning of the movie.
Rise Against the
Machines is ultimately a race
against the clock as Kate.
John and the T-IGI try to
reach Kate's father, Robert
Brewster (David Andrews),
before he activates Skynet
and before the T-X reaches
him. The activation of
Skynet. as the T-101 warns,
will lead to the doomsday
that has been predicted in the
past two movies (think of the
Y2K craze and multiply that
by about a million).
Though this movie wasn't
directed by James Cameron,
but rather Jonathan Mostow,
and was lacking the strong
female character that Linda
Hamilton brought as Sarah
Connor, it is still worthy of
the Terminator name. Rise
Against the Machines carried
all of the mass destruction of
the other movies and the
comic relief of
Schwarzenegger's T-101 (as
per T2), A word of
advice...watch the first two
movies before going and see-
ing this one if you really
want to understand most of
the jokes. So go see it, it's a
great summer movie, but be
warned that after the credits
roll, this movie will leave you
wondering if Arnold will
once again say, "I'll be back."
If you recognize these whiny
lyrics, be the first to toss a
non-abusive email to
telling me the artist and
song name to win!
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All that UpTown jazz
The UpTown Waterloo Jazz Festival
heated things up July 10-13
KATIE WEST
Arts Editor
but will interject a quote that
seems applicable: "Writing
about music is like dancing
about architecture..." Who
said, it- Elvis Costello? Martin
Mull? It's a highly debatable
quote, and not just angry bar
fights about who said it,
either.
I'm not going to argue for
or against it- I'm sure that
there are some critics or jazz
buffs who know their stuff so
well they could bring you to
tears describing that aching-
ly beautiful melody, but in
this case, here are some pho-
tos of the festival. Perhaps
they will spark your interest
to see what it's all about next
year...
There was quite a turnout
behind City hall for the Dave
Young 'Frio on July 12th at
4:80 pm. Even more people
showed up for Herencia
Latina at 6. Who knows what
chaos ensued at 8 pm for
Metalwood I can only imag-
ine- I got out just in time-
before I was sideswiped by an
overzealous salsa dancer. I
feel under qualified to write
about jazz- the Uptown
Waterloo Jazz Festival to be
specific.
I had a great time, and
enjoyed the crowd, the
atmosphere, and the music.
Katie West
"By and large, jazz has always been like the kind of man you wouldn't want your daughter to
associate with." - Duke Ellington
Dealing with
music
A first year look at why university
was supposed to change my life
Costa
Arma
Beginning
University
July
My only acceptance was
Wilfrid Laurier, looks like
computing is ray future. At
least there is a future there.
Actually, university is proba-
bly the best thing- that has
ever happened to me; it does-
n't matter what my program
is. I'm going- away. Far Away.
I can start a band, find people
that aren't satisfied with
their dead-end futures.
People that
can test me.
People that
can love me.
I'm tired of
being- alone
weekend after
weekend,., an
empty house
with empty
cupboards, a
car to drive
and nowhere to go.
If I wanted to I could g*o to
ray step-dad's house with my
mom, a place that isn't home
and a family that isn't mine.
Who am I kidding? I can't
look around my room and
call this home. Most of this
stuff isn't even mine.
Everything- I see just seems
so dead, I'm surrounded by
cardboard cut-outs and the
hollow shells of people. I need
something" more. I need
something real.
My whole bedroom
is plastered with
posters of Slipknot.
When I look at it, I
can't help but
laugh, it's ridiculous.
August
Ozzfest: the greatest day of
my life. So much raw energy,
so much angry expression.
This is my home, where life
means the most. To reach out
to people and find the same
pain and aggression in them
that I feel every day of my
life. Its reassuring that I'm
not alone. The catch is, every-
thing- 1 saw on that day was
complete and utter bullshit. I
see . these kids walking-
around dressed up like their
favourite Slipknot member,
and it makes them comfort-
able around people- gives
them a sense ofpurpose. That
is sad. When a person must
emulate someone or some-
thing else to get away from
oneself there is a problem. I
guess maybe I'm just a sadist,
no matter how much I don't
like me some-
times I will
never pretend to
be someone else.
I guess that
brings us to the
problem of
entertainment.
The key to
entertainment is
to maintain the
illusion that
these men are better than me.
Music makes gods of men. My
whole bedroom is plastered
with posters of Slipknot.
When I look at it, I can't help
but laugh, its ridiculous.
Don't g*et me wrong, I love
the music, but I hate the
image and everything- it
stands for. Long- ago it was
something' of rites and ritual;
something of power. Now its
something of money. As
much as I hate the ideals, I'm
addicted until the day I die.
Katie West
"There's only two ways to sum up music; either ifs good or it's bad. If ifs good you don't mess about
it, you just enjoy it." - Louis Armstrong
Feature
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Students interested in publish-
ing their favourite artistic photos
piease drop them off with name
and phone number to the
Student Publications Office,
addressed to Katie West, Arts
Editor
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Enjoy next year's 12th annual UpTown Waterloo Jazz
Festival: July 8-11, 2004.
"... I burn the real."
Be Cord Arts* cord@wlusp.com
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